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Just above the Arctic Circle lays Jokkmokk.
A beautiful destination in Swedish Lapland to spend your vacation. The forest covered in
snow, the glassy lakes, the Midnight Sun during summer and the Northern Lights during
winter are just a few of wonderful opportunities to enjoy during your vacation.

Guided fishing experience in mountain area
In the middle of Swedish Lapland in Jokkmokk´s community there are lots
of opportunities to go fishing. Let us take you to the mountain area, roadless land. Here you still find primary forest and very good fishing options.

Facts;
To be booked - at request only
Season;
This tour can be booked during summer
Price; 3750 SEK per night per cabin
Minimum 6 nights - 22500 SEK
Max 6 persons

The guide owns a mountain cabin which is split up in 2 components. The
guests have a comfortable stay in the cosy cabin, where they find a kitchen
fully equipped with refrigerator, kitchen stove on gas, woodstove, water.
The cabin has 2 bedrooms. 1 bedroom has a bunkbed. The upper bed is
single person, the bed under is 120 x 200.
Room 2 has a double bed and in the living room you find 2 sleeping
couches. If a guest would like a little bit more privacy, there is an optional
room outside the cabin. Blankets, pillows and bedlinen are available.
Sauna and bio toilet outside just around the corner and sun panel for
power supply. The guide has a separate private room, so the guests have
all the privacy they wish for.

Incl.;
Transfer to cabin from Jokkmokk centre
6 x Overnight stay in mountain cabin
Experienced fishing guide
3 boats incl. motor
Fishing licenses

By car we first drive the beautiful road towards Kvikkjokk. Officially, to
get to the cabin, we must cross Lake Saggat by boat. After that we must
hike, 12 km and then we reach the cabin. Instead of hiking, transfer by helicopter is also possible which is not included in this option. At request we
can organise that for you.

Booking through;
Jokkmokk Arctic Dream / 076-2433646
info@jokkmokkarcticdream.se
Payment;
Cash, to be paid directly to guide

The guests are renting the cabin based on logi and self household only.
The guests are responsible to bring and cook their own food as well as
bringing their own fishing equipment.
On departure day the guests themselves are responsible for the final
cleaning.

Highlights

Jokkmokk Arctic Dream - Älvsbo 7 - 96299 Jokkmokk
info@jokkmokkarcticdream.se

Not incl.;
Towels
Food and beverage
Final cleaning
Optional;
• Transfer from Luleå Airport to
Jokkmokk, Price at request
• Helicopter to cabin (to avoid hike 12km)

Roadless mountain area
Great fishing;
Perch, grayling, salmon trout, pike,
whitefish

Info for transfer by helicopter
Transfer through Fiskflyg

These are the prices we received for the helicopter; *
Smaller helicopter: 5 000 SEK for both ways
Bigger helicopter: 6 900 SEK for both ways
The helicopter has place for 6 passengers but max 550 kilo.
That means that if you have passengers and a lot of gear and luggage the total weight is soon already too heavy and too
small. An option could be; to book 2 smaller helicopters, max. 4 persons each and max 400 KG per helicopter.
*In case Fiskflyg changes the price of the flight we will get in touch with you and inform you before we book a transfer.
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